
500mm

Greenleaf Root Rain Urban, 60mm
diameter irrigation pipe (or similar
approved) wrapped around rootball.

Root barrier to be specified in areas
adjacent to service runs as the
directed by the project engineers

150mm washed gravel with permeable
geotextile covering to base of pit to
improve ground water percolation and
reduce risk of pit flooding.

Surrounding verge (turf)

Mulch layer. To a 1m diameter circle
around the tree

Rootballed tree to be planted at
nursery level.  Tree pit to be dug
to a width to suit rootball diameter.
Confirm with supplier/nursery prior
to excavation.  As a general guide
20/25cm girth semi mature tree
rootball can be up to 800mm in
diameter.

Tree trunk to be aligned so that
it is vertical from all sides.

To be rechecked after
pit has been backfilled, minor

adjustments may have to be made.

1200mm x 100mm diameter treated
timber rounds with sharpened end

driven 700mm into ground.

300mm

150mm

Adjacent soft areas  to tree pit within grass
verge to be to be formed/cultivate to aid

tree growth to a  minimum of 0.8m with
300mm of good quality subsoil complying
 with BS 8601:2013 'Specification for subsoil

and requirements  for Use' to the base
and 500mm topsoil to BS:2007 'Specification

 for topsoil and requirements for use' to
the top. Cultivated to be undertaken

 to length and width of grass verge.

Topsoil

Subsoil

Base and side of pit to be broken
up to ease root penetration into
surrounding ground, this will also
help break up compacted ground
and improve drainage of pit.

100mm

100mm x 25mm treated timber
brace.  Rounds to be routed

out to accept the cross brace
on a flat surface.  Brace to be
secured using 4no. zinc plated

flat headed wood nails per post.

1500mm

RoadPath

Tree pit to be backfilled with
300mmm of good quality subsoil that

meets the specification set out in BS
8601:2013 'Specification for subsoil

and requirements for use' and
500mm depth of topsoil that meets

the specification set out in BS
3882:2015 'Specification for topsoil' A

general purpose slow release
fertiliser at the rate of 75gm/m2 and

Tree Planting and Mulching Compost
at the rate of 20litres/m2 are to be

incorporated into the top 150mm of
topsoil during final cultivation's

Excavate tree pit to the
specified depth and a width
that will accommodate the
proposed rootball, minimum
width 800mm.

Break up and loosen material
to the sides of the pit, in
particular the base of the pit
to avoid leaving heavily
compacted ground.
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Plant rootballed tree at
nursery level in accordance
with above detail using an
approved staking system.
Ensure that tree is vertical.

Water tree to field capacity
following planting works,
trees must be checked and
watered on a regular basis.
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500mm

GreenBlue Urban Root Rain Urban,
60mm diameter irrigation pipe (or similar
approved) wrapped around rootball.

Root barrier to be specified in areas
adjacent to service runs as the
directed by the project engineers.

150mm washed gravel with permeable
geotextile covering to base of pit to
improve ground water percolation and
reduce risk of pit flooding.

Surrounding areas of turf/shrub
planting.

Mulch layer. To a 1m diameter circle
around the tree.

Rootballed tree to be planted at
nursery level.  Tree pit to be dug
to a width to suit rootball diameter.
Confirm with supplier/nursery prior
to excavation.  As a general guide
20/25cm girth semi mature tree
rootball can be up to 800mm in
diameter.

Tree trunk to be aligned so that
it is vertical from all sides.

To be rechecked after
pit has been backfilled, minor

adjustments may have to be made.

1200mm x 100mm diameter treated
timber rounds with sharpened end

driven 700mm into ground.

300mm

150mm

Topsoil

Subsoil

100mm100mm x 25mm treated timber
brace.  Rounds to be routed

out to accept the cross brace
on a flat surface.  Brace to be
secured using 4no. zinc plated

flat headed wood nails per post.

Tree pit to be backfilled with
300mmm of good quality subsoil
that meets the specification set

out in BS 8601:2013 'Specification
for subsoil and requirements for

use' and 500mm depth of topsoil
that meets the specification set

out in BS 3882:2015 'Specification
for topsoil' A general purpose slow

release fertiliser at the rate of
75gm/m2 and Tree Planting and

Mulching Compost at the rate of
20litres/m2 are to be incorporated

into the top 150mm of topsoil
during final cultivation's.

Base and side of pit to be broken
up to ease root penetration into
surrounding ground, this will also

help break up compacted ground
and improve drainage of pit.

65mm

1200mm

500mm

750mm

Topsoil

Subsoil

450mm

300mm

Tree pit to be backfilled with
300mmm of good quality subsoil that
meets the specification set out in BS
8601:2013 'Specification for subsoil
and requirements for use' and
500mm depth of topsoil that meets
the specification set out in BS
3882:2015 'Specification for topsoil' A
general purpose slow release
fertiliser at the rate of 75gm/m2 and
Tree Planting and Mulching Compost
at the rate of 20litres/m2 are to be
incorporated into the top 150mm of
topsoil during final cultivation's.

Base and side of pit to be broken
up to ease root penetration into
surrounding ground, this will also

help break up compacted ground
and improve drainage of pit.

1200mm x 65mm diameter treated
timber rounds with sharpened end
driven 700mm into ground.

Rubber spacer to be positioned
between the trunk of the tree and the
cross brace. Approved adjustable
rubber strap to be secured around
post, spacer and trunk of  Strap to be
tightened as appropriate and
checked at each maintenance visit

Topsoil

Subsoil
950mm

1200 x 750mm deep concrete ring
90mm wide wall thickness.  Ring sunk
into the excavated tree pit to just
below make up for surface. Ring to be
removed once is tree planted

500mm

450mm

1200mm

Tree pit to be backfilled with
300mmm of good quality subsoil that
meets the specification set out in BS
8601:2013 'Specification for subsoil
and requirements for use' and
450mm depth of topsoil that meets
the specification set out in BS
3882:2015 'Specification for topsoil' A
general purpose slow release
fertiliser at the rate of 75gm/m2 and
Tree Planting and Mulching Compost
at the rate of 20litres/m2 are to be
incorporated into the top 150mm of
topsoil during final cultivation's.

750mm

Base and side of pit to be broken
up to ease root penetration into
surrounding ground, this will also

help break up compacted ground
and improve drainage of pit.

1200mm

100mm x 25mm treated timber
brace. Rounds to be routed out to

accept the cross brace on a flat
surface.  Brace to be secured using
4no. zinc plated flat headed wood

nails per post.
100mm

1200mm x 100mm diameter treated
timber rounds with sharpened end

driven 700mm into ground.

Topsoil

Subsoil

Surrounding areas of turf/shrub
planting.

Mulch layer. To a 1m diameter circle
around the tree.

450mm

300mm

The Landscape Contractor is responsible for identifying all services
below ground prior to the excavation of any tree pit.  If plans are not
available then detection equipment must be used, if there is a conflict
between the pit position and services the Site Manager must be
informed.

All arisings from tree pit excavation must be removed either to an area
identified by the Site Manager or to an approved tip off site.

If services run close to the tree pit (within 3m) then a suitable root
barrier must be installed to the side of the pit.  The barrier must fit to
both the width and depth of the pit, a sample or details of the
proposed barrier must be submitted for approval.

Above ground staking system must be approved if planting semi
mature or extra heavy tree stock. Only to be used for trees in less
prominent locations following review with client.

Prior to installation the rootball anchoring system/staking details
must be submitted for approval.

All tree pits must be backfilled with topsoil in accordance with BS 3882:
2015 'Specification for topsoil ' and BS 8601:2013 'Specification for
subsoil and requirements for use'.  If soil has not been supplied by site
then approved soil must be imported to site, all certificates must be
handed to the Site Manager on delivery.

All works must be completed in accordance with the detail.

An aftercare programme must be agreed with the region to ensure
that the tree is monitored and watered on a regular basis.

Until technical approval has been granted from the relevant Authority,
it should be understood that all drawings issued are preliminary and
NOT for construction. Should the contractor commence site work prior
to such approval being given, it is entirely at his own risk.
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B. Tree pit detail within grass verge

A. Tree pit detail within soft landscape areas (semi mature and extra heavy standard trees)

E. Tree pit detail within soft landscape areas (standard and feathered trees)

C.      Tree pit protection for highway trees

D. Tree pit detail within soft landscape areas (heavy and select standard trees)
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